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REPRODUCIBLE

Goal-Setting Protocol
The purpose of this protocol is to help the teacher action research team determine the learning goal 
(SPBL process, step 3). This protocol can be helpful if the team is having difficulty coming up with an idea 
for a good student learning goal or building consensus on what the goal should be.

Individually, review the data sets: What stands out? What is affirming? What is surprising? Ten minutes

With a partner, review the data sets: What themes should you focus on to craft 
your goals?

Ten minutes

With four team members, share your goal idea. Come to consensus on what you think 
one goal should be. 

Twenty 
minutes

Individually, evaluate one goal using the following questions.

• Is it strategic and specific?

• Is it measurable?

• Is it attainable?

• Is it results oriented?

• Is it time bound?

If a goal is not SMART (Conzemius & O’Neill, 2014), rewrite it so it is.

Five 
minutes

With your team, prepare a presentation of your goal. Ten minutes

With your team, present your SMART goal (five minutes for each presentation), 
answering the following questions.

• How did you come up with your goal?

• What were the challenges around reaching consensus?

• Why is your goal the most important thing to focus on?

• How is your goal SMART?

Ten minutes

Engage in open sharing, with everyone discussing what they like, their questions, and 
their suggestions. 

Five 
minutes

Conclude with an open discussion about which goals are the best fit for your team. Eight 
minutes 

Total time: Seventy-
eight 
minutes

(Adjust 
times as 
needed.) 

Source: Conzemius, A. E., & O’Neill, J. (2014). The handbook for SMART school teams: Revitalizing best practices for 
collaboration (2nd ed.). Bloomington, IN: Solution Tree Press; adapted from Davis, J. (2021). Goal setting protocol. Accessed at 
www.schoolreforminitiative.org/download/goal-setting-protocol on January 23, 2022.
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